
Release Notes Summary for R35 - Subject to Change
This is a short preview of features for this release. For feature details, please consult the full release notes when they are published on Developer Central.

Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-9854 Aria Crescendo This feature enhances Aria's integration with the Sovos tax engine, implementing the Geo code support 

to calculate taxes for accounts' ship_to, bill_to, ship_from and bill_from addresses. New outputs on 
several API calls denote the tax address method code used to generate the geocode of the address for 
these APIs: get_acct_contacts_m , refresh_token_from_pmt_processor_m , get_acct_details_all_m , 
get_acct_hierarchy_details_m , get_acct_billing_group_details_m,  and 
get_acct_payment_methods_and_terms_m .

DEV-9995 Aria Crescendo Aria has created a new Object Query API named get_usage_history_information_m  to retrieve all 
recently uploaded usage for an account. This new API allows you to verify that usage was successfully 
recorded in Aria.

DEV-10091 Aria6, Aria Crescendo This feature deprecates the send_arc_threshold_email_m  API call, and adds the field <client_acct_id> 
input as an alternate input for "acct_no" on the following API calls: update_acct_notify_method_m , 
get_acct_notify_method_m , get_acct_plan_notify_method_m , update_acct_credentials_m , 
toggle_test_account_m , acct_plan_install_complete_m , get_acct_status_history_m , 
get_child_accts_m , get_user_id_from_acct_no_m , get_all_acct_receipt_ids_m , 
get_all_actions_by_receipt_id_m , send_acct_statement_email_m , get_acct_message_m , 
get_acct_message_size_m , get_statement_content_m , get_statement_content_size_m , and 
set_payment_responsibility_m .

DEV-10104 Aria Crescendo This feature introduces an optional, alternate way to dun plan instances based on the cumulative past 
due balance of all late statements for Payment Terms (Net Terms). You can enable this behavior by 
setting a new parameter "Dun Plan For Non-Electronic Payment Terms Using Cumulative Past Due 
Balance" to True.

DEV-10106 Aria Crescendo The get_acct_coupon_details_m  API now returns two new parameters: 1) <total_discount_uses> 
displays the total uses of a discount rule applied to a specific master plan instance (MPI) or a specific 
account OR an MPI and account depending on how the coupon is applied, and 2) 
<remaining_discount_uses> displays the number of remaining coupon uses for the specified account 
and/or MPI under the discount array details for both discount rule/bundle or credit-template-based 
coupons. Both values are available only when the discount rule has a maximum application number of 
uses specified.

DEV-10125 Aria6, Aria Crescendo This feature introduces a mechanism to enforce uniqueness of the combination of <client_record_id> 
and <usage_type_code> on non-discarded usage records loaded via the API call record_usage_m  or 
bulk_record_usage_m . A new Aria client parameter “Unique Client Usage ID” defines this uniqueness, 
and can be set to None (no uniqueness enforced), Uniqueness on client record id (client_record_id 
value must be unused in a usage load), or Uniqueness on client record id and Usage Type Code 
(combined values of client_record_id and usage_type_code must be unused in a usage load).

DEV-10138 Aria Crescendo You can now schedule service changes by using the new <service_changes> input in the edit_plan_m 
API. When calling edit_plan_m , you can specify when to apply the addition or removal of services for 
both new and existing accounts. The change can be applied on a specific date, before the next batch 
billing run (for new subscriptions), or on the billing anniversary date (for existing subscriptions).

This feature enhances the create_order_m  and update_order_m  API calls to more accurately return rate 
schedule information. The output fields <nso_rate_schedule_no> and <nso_client_rate_schedule_id> 
have been deprecated; the output fields <rate_schedule_no> and <client_rate_schedule_id> have been 
added in the <cart_invoice_line_items> array to identify the rate schedule number of surcharges and 
NSOs (<rate_schedule_no> and the client id of the rate schedule for NSOs (<client_rate_schedule_id>).

In addition, the API calls create_order_m , update_order_m , and create_order_with_plan_m  have been 
enhanced with the output field <line_type>. This new field will be an object in the 
<cart_invoice_line_items> array in the outputs of create_order_m  and update_order_m ; and an object 
in the <cart_inv_line_items> array in the output of create_order_with_plan_m . It will describe the type 
of line item as a numeric value as follows: 1. 'Recurring charge', 2. 'Tax charge', 3. 'Service credit', 4. 
'Coupon Credit', 5. 'Activation Charge', 6. 'Usage Charge', 7. 'Recurring Arrears Charge', 8. 'Order Charge', 
or 9. 'Surcharge'.

DEV-10209 Aria Crescendo This feature adds the non-mandatory fields <plan_instance_no> and its alternative field 
<client_plan_instance_id> to the API call get_all_acct_contracts_m  to get specific plan contract details.

DEV-10200 Aria6, Aria Crescendo
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Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-10212 Aria Crescendo Threshold Billing allows you to invoice your customers when their unbilled orders reach a total greater 

than or equal to a specified threshold amount. Once the threshold is reached, an invoice is created, even 
on a date other than the anniversary date. You may then choose to send a statement (or other 
communication) to customers, so that they are aware of accumulated expenses that they will be charged 
for on their next anniversary date.
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